24	LALLA-VAKYANI	[1, 2-
1.	When by repeated practice (of yoga] tlie whole
expanse (of the visible universe) hath ascended to
absorption;
When the qualified (universe) hath become
merged within the Ether ;
When the ethereal Void itself hath become
dissolved, then naught but the Weal hath remained.
The true doctrine, 0 Brahmana, Is but this
alone.
2.	There is there no word or (thought of) mind.
There is there no non-transcendent or transcendent.
Not by vow of silence, not by mystic attitudes,
is there entry there.
Not there dwell Siva and his SaktL
If there remaineth somewhat, that Is what the
doctrine teacheth.
1. The universe is here called 'that which has wide
expanse', Le. the wide expanse of creation. In the
consciousness of the devotee who has attained to en-
lightenment it Is recognized as being really an Illusive
emanation from the Supreme, and this recognition causes,
to the consciousness of the devotees its reabsorption in
Him. Before the absorption of the universe, it has
qualities.
Gagan, the sky, means the wide expanse of empty
space, and, hence, the principle of dkdsa,, ethereality, or
of vacuity, with which It Is identified in the third line.
Tsratfc is the splash of water upon water, and, just as
water falling* with a splash into water Is utterly united
with that Into which it falls, so the perception of the
visible world is, as it were, at one splash, lost in and
becomes one with the Void. This Void is not the
ultimate Supreme, but Is the first stage in His apparent
evolution, in which he associates Himself with Maya, or
cosmic illusion, and thereby becomes subjected to limited
individual experience. For further particulars3 see the
Note on Yoga, § 24 and Vocabulary, s. v. shun.
Transcending this stage, the soul loses all consciousness
of limited Individuality, and .becomes absorbed In the

